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   Introduction. 

   Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0 and let X be a 
nonsingular projective surface defined over k. An Artin-Schreier covering of 
X is a finite morphism it : Y-->X from a normal surface Y onto X such that the 
field extension k(Y)/k(X) is an Artin-Schreier extension. It is well-known that 
k(Y) is expressed as k(Y)=k(X)(~) with eP-~=f and f mk(X). Since k(Y)/k(X) 
is a Galois extension with the Galois group G=Z/pZ, G acts on Y so that 
X=Y/G. In order to study Artin-Schreier coverings, we have to consider 
whether or not there exists an affine open covering L1.={U2} such that n''(U1) 
=Spec Ox(U2)[gA]/(W-see).-tz) with sA, taEOx(U2). In general, this assertion 
does not hold (cf. Example 1.5). Under the above circumstance, we shall define 
an Artin-Schreier covering of simple type (see § 1 for the definition), for which 
the assertion holds. From the definition, every Artin-Schreier covering in 
characteristic 2 is of simple type. 

   This article consists of three parts. In Section 1, we consider Artin-Schreier 
coverings of simple type and give some formulas to compute invariants in the 
case of nonsingular coverings. In Section 2, we assume that the characteristic 
is 2 and consider a resolution of singularities for Artin-Schreier coverings with 
nonsingular branch locus. We give some formulas to compute invariants of 
nonsingular models of coverings. In Section 3, we consider smooth Artin-
Schreier coverings of simple type with ample branch loci which satisfy extra 
conditions. Especially, we shall determine such coverings with K_-oo, 0, and 1. 

   The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor M. 
Miyanishi who initiated him into this problem and gave several key ideas, and 
to Dr. S. Tsunoda who occasionally gave him useful comments. 

   § 1. Artin-Schreier coverings of simple type. 

   Let X be a nonsingular projective surface and let n : Y-3X be an Artin-
Schreier covering. Since Y is a Cohen-Macaulay scheme and X is regular, rc 
is a flat morphism. Hence lr*Oy is a locally free Ox-algebra. Moreover,

U~r~
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   PROPOSITION 1.1. There is a canonical filtration of 0x-modules of n*0Y, 

                     ox = go C 91 C ... C 9P-1 = 7r*0Y 
such that 

   (1) Fi is a locally free sheaf of rank i+1, 

   (2) 9,/go is an invertible sheaf and gi/`-Fi-I is a torsion-free 0x-module o, 
rank 1 for 1<i<p-1. 

   PROOF. Let U=Spec R be an affine open subset of X and let 7r-'(U)=Spec A. 
Then 7C-'(U) is a G-stable set and U=z-'(U)/G. On the other hand, as a group 

scheme, G is written as G=Speck [z]/(zP-z) with the comultiplication J(z)= 

z®1+lOz and the counit s(z)=0. So, the coaction of G on Spec A is given by 

an R-algebra homomorphism a : A- A[z] with zP=z such that (a~l)a=(1®d)a 

and (l(3s)a=idA. Write a(a)=ao(a)+a1(a)z+ ••• +up_1(a)zP-1 for aBA. Then 

(1Os)a=idA implies ao=idA. We have 
                                                     2P-2 i 

                (a~l)a(a) _ Z E ajai-j(a)zj(3zi-j                                                      i=o j=o 

and 

                (1®d)a(a) _ P5-" F iCjai(a)zj&zi-j, 
                                                 i=0 j=0 

Thence the relation (a(31)a=(1Od)a implies ajai_]=iCjai for 0<i<_p-1 and 
ai=0 for i>_p. Set a1=a. Then these relations are equivalent to ao=idA, 

                  and V=0. So, we can write 

          a(a) = a+3(a)z+ Z ii b2(a)z2+ ... + (p 11) t 3P-1(a)zP-1. 
Set Fi={a(=-A I 3i+1(a)=0j for 0<_i<p-1. Then Fo=R and Fi is an R-module. 

Since the G-action on A is nontrivial, there exists a'EA such that or(a)#a. 

Suppose or (a)# 0 and ar+1(a)=0 for O<r<p. Then ar(a)CF0. So, a(57-1(a))= 

ar-'(a)+ar(a)z. Therefore, F1#F0. Furthermore, for 1<i<p-1, 

         a((ar-1(a))i) =a(ar-'(a))' = (6r-1(a)+ar(a)z)i 

                      ar-1(a)' +i(ar-'(a))i-lar(a)z+ ... +(ar(a))izi . 

This implies that Fi#Fi_1 for 1<_i<p-1. On the other hand, Fi is the inverse 

image by a of R-module A+Az+ ... +Azi of A[z]. Hence Fi/Fi-1 is viewed 

as an R-submodule of (A+Az+ •-• +Azi)/(A+Az+ ••• +Azi-')=A. Therefore, 

Fi/Fi_1 is a torsion-free R-module of rank 1. 

   Now we sheafify the above observations. Since the operator a is defined 

globally, we can define a coherent sheaf gi so that, on an affine open subset W, 
`f1lw={aE2r 0y(W) I a2}1(a)=0}-. Then 9i/9i-I is a torsion-free 0X-module of 
rank 1. 

   To show that gi is a locally free sheaf, we take the double dual Fi** of
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ii. Then we have 

                 Ox = g° C i1 C ... C ip-1 = 7r*Oy 

    I I I 
                 0x** = g°** C gl** C ... C ip-1** = 7r*OY** 

So, we may regard ii** as Ox-submodule of 7r*Oy. Hence di+l operates on 
ii** and Bi+'EHomox(ifi**, 7r*Oy). We know that 9fomox(ifi**, *Oy) is a 
locally free sheaf and that 5'+'l v=0, where V=X-Supp ifi**/ifi. On the other 
hand, since ifi is torsion-free and X is regular, ifi**/ifi has support of codi-
mension>_2. Therefore, 3i+1(ii**)=0. So, we have ifi**=ifi. Hence ifi is a 
locally free sheaf. 

   Finally we show that if1/ifo is an invertible sheaf. We consider an exact 
sequence 

                       0--> go -> 91--> i1/if0--->0. 

We know that i"0®k(P)-+if1Ok(P) is injective for an arbitrary point PEX be-
cause fo®k(P) contains the unity of (a*OY)Ok(P). Hence we have rank(if1/if0) 
®k(P)=1. This implies that if1/if0 is an invertible sheaf on X. Q. E. D. 

   We shall define a good class of Artin-Schreier coverings. Let 2r, X, Y and 
ifi be as above. We call 7r: Y-X an Artin-Schreier covering of simple type 
if ifi/ifi-1=(if1/`-f0)®1 for 1<_i<p-1. From now on, we consider Artin-Schreier 
coverings of simple type. We have the following fundamental lemmas. 

   LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that r : Y-.X is an Artin-Schreier covering of simple 
type. Then there exist an affine open covering U={Ua} of X and sa, t2E 
H°(U., ox) such that 

               7r-'(U2) = Spec Ox(U2)EeAAe2'-S2g2 -t2). 

   PROOF. Write £C-1=i1/if0. Let Lt={Ua} be an affine open covering of X 
such that £-11ua=Oua. Take e1Ei1(UA) such that £C-11ua=Ouasa, where ea 
is the image of $2. Then a(ea)=ea+aaz with a2EH°(U1, ox), where a and z 
are the same as in the proof of Proposition 1.1. Since a(eap)=eap+aapz, we 
have gapEf1(Ua). Thus, dap=s2$2+ta with sa, t2EH°(U2, ox). On the other 
hand, r*OYI ua=Oua+Ouaea+ ••• +0va$ap-1 by the hypothesis. The assertion 
follows from these observations. Q. E. D. 

   LEMMA 1.3. Under the same assumptions and notations as in the previous 
lemma, we have {sa}EH°(X, £p-1), sa=aap-1, {aa}EH°(X, £C) and t.-aappta= 
ba,,p-s,b2E,, where {a2,1 is transition functions of X and {bay,} EH1(X, -C). 

   PROOF. Since eap=saga+ta, we obtain a(sap)=swap+aapz=(sasa+ta)+saaaz.
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Thus s,i=a2P-'. On U2nU,,, set e,=a2ue2+bA,,. Then {b2,,}(EH'(X, £C) and 
we have 

                 ~~ = s, , { t, = s~(aA e2+bA )+t~ 
                       = a2,1$A1 --b2,,P = aa,P(s2~2+t2)-F-b2 ,P . 

Hence, s,,=a2,,P-'s22 and t,1-a2,,PtA=b2,,P-s,,bA,,. So, we have {s2} EH°(X, £CP-'). 

Moreover, 
           c(~h) = a(a2Pe2+b2E,) = aA e2+bat,+a2 aaz = ~,,+a,,z . 

Thence a,,=aA,,aAA, i. e. {a2 } H°(X, £C). Q. E. D. 

   REMARK 1.4. If {b2,,} =0 in H'(X, £C), we can choose t2 so that {t2} m 
H°(X, £P). In particular, we may assume {tA}eH°(X, eCP) provided H'(X, £) 
=(O). 

   Let B be the effective divisor corresponding to the section {a22 } EE H°(X, .C). 
Clearly, B is independent of choice of generators {$2}. Moreover, 7r is un-
ramified over X-Supp B and totally ramified over Supp B. We call B the branch 
locus of 7r. 

   We shall give an example of an Artin-Schreier covering which is not of 
simple type. 

   EXAMPLE 1.5. Assume that char k=p>2. Consider Pk with a homogeneous 
coordinate system (x°, x,, x2, x3). Let X= {x3=0} =P2, Y= {x3P-x,P-'x3-x'P-'x2 
=0} CP3 and let p : Y-X be the projection from (0, 0, 0, 1). Then p is sur-

jective and finite. Take the normalization v: I'-4Y and denote 7r=pov. Let 
Ui={xi=0}CX for i=0, 1, 2. By the Jacobian criterion, p(Sing Y)={x,=0}. 
Hence ir-'(U,)=p-'(U,). On the other hand, p-'(U°)=Speck[x, y, ~], where 

~P-x'-'~-xP-'y, and p-'(UZ)=Speck[u, v, C], where CP-uP_IC-uP-'. It is 
easy to verify that n-'(U2)=Spec k[v, C, r], where z=u/C and (-rP_1C-rP-'=0. 
On U°, it is a little more difficult. Let T P=x and S=e/T P-'. Then T and S 
are algebraically independent over k and we have k[TP, TP-'S, SP]=k[x, y, e]. 

Let O=k[TP, TP-'S, TP-ZS?, ... , TSP-1, SP]. Clearly, TP-'S', ... , TSP-' are 
integral over k [T P, T P-'S, SP]. Meanwhile, 0 is none other than the coordi-
nate ring of the cone of the p-uple embedding of P' in PP. So, 0 is normal. 
Hence 0 is the integral closure of k[x, y, e]. Furthermore, Spec 0 has only 
one singular point whose minimal resolution consists of a curve C such that 
C-P' and (C2)=-p. 

   Since k(I')/k(X) is an Artin-Schreier extension, ir: Y-+X is an Artin-Schreier 
covering. However, it is not of simple type. Suppose it is of simple type. 
Then Y is locally a hypersurface by Lemma 1.2. Hence every rational singularity 
is a rational double point. This contradicts the above observation.
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   By Remark 1.4, if H'(X, £)=(0), every Artin-Schreier covering of simple 
type is defined locally by e2 -aAP-'e,2=tA, where a={aa}mH°(X, .C) and t= 

{t2} EH°(X, SP). The set {dt2} of 1-forms defines a section dtEH°(X, QX(D_CP). 
Applying the Jacobian criterion to the above local defining equations, we obtain 

   PROPOSITION 1.6. With the above notations and assumptions, in the charac-
teristic p>2, Y is singular at a point Q E Y if and only if 7r(Q) ESuppB and 
dt=O at ir(Q). 

   Artin-Schreier coverings of simple type are obtained as follows (cf. [5]). 
Let L be a line bundle on X associated with invertible sheaf eC and consider 
L and LP as smooth X-group schemes. Take a global section s of LP-' and 
consider a surjective homomorphism of X-group schemes F-s : L->LP defined 
by (F-s)(x)=xP-sx for xEL. Let a, be its kernel. Then we have an exact 
sequence of X-group schemes in flat topology 

                 0-a,--> L-> LP 0. 

Taking the flat cohomologies, we have an exact sequence 

a 
    0 - Hfa(X, a,) -> H°(X, £C) --> H°(X, £CP) - H}a(X, a,) - H'(X, 

where we can interpret Hfl(X, a,) as the set of isomorphism classes of a,-
torsors. Suppose that s(-=H°(X, £CP-') is given locally by {s2} as in Lemmas 
1.2 and 1.3. Let t= {tA } be local sections of £CP as in Lemma 1.3 and let 

p : Z-->X be the a,-torsor obtained by applying the connecting map a to t= {t2 } . 
In other words, Z is locally the fibre product of F-s : L-->LP and t2: U2->LP. 
Then it is clear that p : Z-->X is isomorphic to 7r: Y--+X. If H'(X, -C)=0, all 
a,-torsors, hence all Artin-Schreier coverings of simple type, are obtained from 

global sections of £CP (cf. Remark 1.4). 
   In the sequel of this section, we consider an Artin-Schreier covering r : Y- >X 

of simple type. We fix the notations 9i (0<-i<p), £, and B as in Proposition 
1.1 and Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3. By the local description, we know that Y is 
locally a hypersurface. Therefore Y is a Gorenstein scheme. More precisely, 

we have 

   PROPOSITION 1.7. Y has the dualizing sheaf 

   PROOF. Apply the adjunction formula. 

   We shall compute invariants of Artin-Schreier coverings of simple type. 
There are the following formulas.
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   LEMMA 1.8. (1) (wY2) = p {(Kx2)+2(p-1)(B, Kx)+(p-1)2(B2)}. 

  (2) X(OY) = p{X(Ox)+(p 41) (B, Kx) + (p-11(Zp-1) (B2)}-
   (3) If Y is smooth, 

           e(Y) = p{e(X)+(p-1)(B, Kx)+(p-l)p(B2)}, 

where e(Y) is the Euler number of Y. 

   (4) Ie(Y) = ie(X, Kx+(p-1)B). 

   PROOF. (1) Immediate from Proposition 1.7. 

   (2) By the assumptions, Ei/9i_1=O(-iB). Hence we have X(Ei)=X(9i_1) 

+X(O(-iB)) for 1<_i_<p-1. Therefore X(OY)=X( j=0                                              X(O(-iB)), where, by 
the Riemann-Roch theorem, 

             X(O(-iB)) = (1/2)(-iB, -iB-Kx)+X(Ox) 

                   = (1/2)(i2(B2)+i(B, Kx))+X(Ox). 

Thence we obtain the stated formula. 

   (3) Use Noether's formula : 12Z(0y) = (Ky2)+e(Y). 

   (4) It follows from a fundamental property of the D-dimension. Q. E. D. 

   In order to construct examples, we need the following : 

   LEMMA 1.9. Let X, Y and -C be as above. Suppose that oC is ample. If 

H1(X, -C-1)=(0), we have H'(X, Ox)=H'(Y, Or). 

   PROOF. By the exact sequence 

                 0->~ eC-1->Ox-SOB-~0, 

we have H°(X, Ox)=H°(B, OB)=k. The exact sequence 

                  0--eC-2-- £C-'-- £ 1®OB- -> 0 

implies H'(X, aC-2)=(0) because £(30B is ample and H'(X, eC-')=(0). Similarly, 

by the exact sequences 

               0 ---> eC-i ---> L i_i) -_ aL'-<i u I B -- 0 U>1), 

we obtain inductively H'(X, eC-i)=(0). Now look at the exact sequences 

             0 -> gi-1 - SFi - eC-i - 0 (0<i<p). 

We know H'(X, =L'i_1)=H'(X, 9i). Hence H'(Y, Oy)=H'(X, Ox). Q. E. D. 

   EXAMPLE 1.10. Assume that char k = p = 3. Let X =P' X P' and £C= 

p1*O(1)®p2*O(1). Take an affine covering { Ui X V;} i,;=1, 2 such that U1=Spec k[x],
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U2=Speck[u], V1=Speck[y] and V2=Speck[v], where u=x-', v=y-'. Let 

7r : Y-X be an Artin-Schreier covering such that 

      7r-'(U1 X VV) = Spec Ou1 v1[$31]/0113-x2y2e11-(x2+y2+x+y)) , 

       7r-'(U1X V2) = Spec Ou1xV2[e12l/0123-x212-(x2v3+v+xv3+v2)) , 

       7r-'(U2X V1) = Spec OU2xV1[~21]/0213-y2$21-(u+y2u3+u2+yu3)) , 

       7r-'(U2X V2) = Spec OU2Xv2[e22]/($223-e22`(uv3+u3v+u2v3+u3v2)) 

Then Y is nonsingular and its dualizing sheaf is 

               Wy = 7r*(p1*O(-2)®p2*O(-2)(3 1'2) = OY . 

By the previous lemma, we see that H'(Y, Oy)=H'(X, OX)=(0). Hence Y is a 
K3-surf ace. 

   EXAMPLE 1.11. Assume char k=p=3. Let X=P2 and .C=O(1). Then 

H'(P2, £)=(0). Let (x, y, z) be a system of homogeneous coordinate of P2. 

Choose s=x2EH°(P2, X2) and t=Xy2+X'y+y2Z+yZ2+z'x+zx'(EH' (P2, X'). Let 

7r : Y--+X be an Artin-Schreier covering of simple type obtained from s and t. 

Then Y is smooth. Moreover, coy=7r*O(-1) and (KY2)=3. So, Y is a del Pezzo 

surface of degree 3, i. e. a smooth cubic hypersurface in P3. 

   EXAMPLE 1.12. Assume chark=p=2. Let X=P'XP' and let 1'=pl*O(2) 

®p2*O(3). Take an affine open covering { U{ X Vf};,;=1, 2 which is the same as 
in Example 1.10. Let 7r: Y-->X be an Artin-Schreier covering such that 

   7r-'(U1X V3) = Spec Ou,xv1[ 11]/0112+x2(y+1)311+(x+x2)y3+y6+y2+y) , 

   7r-'(U1 X V2) = Spec OU1<V2[$,,]/0122+x2(1+v)3E12+(x+x3)v3+U°+U2+v) , 

   2r-'(U2X V1) = SpecOU2XV1[$21]/( 212+(y+l)3~21+(u+243)y3+u4(Y'+y3+y)) , 

   7r-'(U2X V2) = SpecOU2Xv2[e22]/(e222+(l+v)3g22+(u+u3)v3+u4(vs+v3+v)) . 

Then Y is nonsingular. By Proposition 1.7 and Lemma 1.8, we have coy= 

ar*p2*O(1) and x(Y)=l. Moreover, f =p2°7r : Y-+P' is an elliptic fibration and 

three fibers f -'(P°), f -'(P,) and f -'(P) exhaust singular fibres of f, where P°, 

P1 and P are points of P' defined by y=0, 1 and oc, respectively. The fibres 

f -'(P°) and f -'(P) are of type

The fibre f -'(P1) is a cuspidal rational curve.
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   EXAMPLE 1.13. Let P, X, X and { Ui, X V;} be as in the previous example. 
Let 7r: Y->X be an Artin-Schreier covering such that 

        7r-'(U3 X VV) = Spec OU1xv1[611]/(e112+x3(y+1)311+x3y2+y3) , 

        7r-'(U1 X V2) = Spec Ou1 v2[E12]/(e122+X2(1+V)3e12+x3V3+V3) , 

        r-'(U2 x V1) = Spec OU2xv1[$21]/(e212+(y+1)3$21+uy3+u4y3) , 

        7r-'(U2X V2) = SpecOu2xy2[e22J/(e222+(1+V)3E22+uV3+u4V3) . 

Then the branch locus of 7r is the same as in the previous example. Y has 

two singular points, which lie over the points (x=0, y=0) and (x=0, y=oo) of 
X. It is easy to verify that both points are rational double points of type Es. 
Let o : fl->Y be the minimal resolution of singularities of Y. Then we have 
cvY=6*~7r*~p2*O(1) and ir(Y)=1. Moreover, the composite f=p2.7r°v defines 
a quasi-elliptic fibration f : Y-P'.

    2. Canonical resolution of singularities in the case of nonsingular 

       branch locus and in characteristic 2. 

   In this section, we assume char k=p=2. Let 7r : Y-*X be an Artin-Schreier 

covering, which is necessarily of simple type. Suppose that the branch locus 
B in the sense of § 1 is a nonsingular curve on X. Since Y is normal, Y has 

at most isolated singularities. We shall consider a resolution of singularities of 

Y which we call the canonical resolution of singularities of Y. To begin with, 

we consider a local ring C=k[[x, y]][e]/(e2+xe+t) with tE=-k[[x, y]], which 

has at most an isolated singularity. Then 0 is normal. Write t=c0+clx+c2y 

+c3xy with ciEk[[x2, y2]]. Replacing e by e+c1+c3y, we may assume t=co 
+c2y. So, we can write t=d0(y)+x2d1(x2, y), where d0(y)#0 by the hypothesis, 
that Z is normal. Write d0=a„ y°+(terms of higher degree), where v>_0, a, k 

and a„#0. Clearly, 0 is regular if and only if v=0 or v=1. Furthermore, it 

is easy to see that v is invariant under change of variables (i;, x, y)-($+f, x, y) 

with f c=- k[[x, y]] as long as we keep the condition t=co+c2y. Suppose v>_2. 
Let x1=x/y. Then 

      ~2+xe+d0(y)+x2d1(x2, y) = e2+x1y~+d0(y)+x12y2d1(x12y2, y) . 

Normalizing this equation, we have 

        e12+x1e1+d0(')(y)+x12d1(x12y2, y) = 0, where ~1=e/y. 

Inductively, one obtains the following series of local rings
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        kC[x, y7] kCCx,, y]] k[Cx., y]] , 

where n=[v/2]. Then On is regular. Globally speaking, we consider a series 
of blowing-ups X=X0-(--X,<- ••• <-X, with centres (x=0, y=0), (x,=0, y=0), ••• , 

(x.-,=O, y=0) and consider the normalization. Y2 of X, in the function field 
k(Y). Thus one obtains a commutative diagram 

                     Y= Y, <- Y, r ...E-Yn 

                7I 12rl 17Cn 
                     X = X p <-X' F- .... E-- X n . 

We call this process of blowing-ups the canonical resolution of the singularity 
of Spec C. 

   Suppose that v is even. Then 

             Zn = kCCx, y]][i7/(r)2+xri+x+t'(x, y)), 

where t'(x, y) consists of terms of degree >_2 and rig+xy)+x+t'(x, 0) is irre-
ducible. Let En be the exceptional curve of the blowing-up Xn-*X,_, and let 
En=7~n 1(En). Since 7r.-'(En)={y=0} locally, t. is an irreducible curve and 

(E,,2)=-2. Therefore we have the following configuration of exceptional curves 
which arise from the canonical resolution of the singularity of Spec0 

         o-o-... o ...-o-o type Av-,, 
              En 

where "o" stands for a nonsingular rational curve whose self-intersection number 
is -2, i. e. a (-2)-curve. In particular, we know the SpecO has a rational 
double point. 

   Now suppose that v is odd. Then 

                0. = kCCx, y77[ii7/(ri2+x7)+y) . 

Let En be as above. Since 7r-'(En)={y=0} locally, 7c-'(En) splits to two curves 

F.={$=0} and Gn={g+x=0}. Fn and Gn intersect transversally at the point 
(~, x, y)=(0, 0, 0). So, (Fn2)=(Gn2)=-2. Therefore, we have the following
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configuration of exceptional curves which arise from the canonical resolution 
of the singularity of SpecC 

         oo...-oo...o-o type Ay-1, 
                        F,, G„ 

where "o" stands for a (-2)-curve as above. In particular, we know that 
SpecC has a rational double point. 

   By virtue of the above observations, we conclude 

   THEOREM 2.1. Let 0, v and t be as above. Then 

   (1) SpecO has a singularity if and only if v>_2. 
   (2) If Spec C has a singular point, then it is a rational double point of type 

Av_1. 

   We know that v is an important invariant of a local ring C. There is the 
following explicit formula. 

   LEMMA 2.2. With the same notations and assumptions, 

               v = length k[[x, y]]/(x, t+(at/ax)2). 

   PROOF. Write t=c°+c1x+c2y+c3xy with cic- k[[x2, y2]]. Set e'=~+c1+c3y. 
Then e2+xe+t=;'2+x~'+c°+c12+c32y2+c2y. So, d0(y)+x2d1(x2, y)=c0+c12 
+c32y2+c2y. On the other hand, t+(at/ax)2=c0+c12+c32y2+c2y+x(c1+c3y). 
Therefore, we have (x, d0(y))=(x, d0(y)+x2d1)=(x, t+(at/ax)2) as ideals in 
k[[x, y]]: Since v=length k[[x, y]]/(x, d0(y)), we obtain the required formula. 

                                                                Q. E. D. 

   Let 7r: Y--+X be an Artin-Schreier covering obtained as an a$-torsor from 
a line boundle L on X, a global section s of L and local sections {t2} of L2 

(cf. §I). Suppose that B=(s)0 is a nonsingular curve on X and that {t2} give 
rise to a global section of L2. Take an affine covering {U2} such that s = x 2 e A 
on U2 and (x2, y2) is a local coordinate system on U2 for U2l1B* 0, where 
£1v2=OU2e2. Then 7r-'(U2)=Spec Ox(U2)[$]/(e2+x2$+t2). For each closed 

point PEX, we define v(P) after Lemma 2.2 as follows: 

        V(P) = 1length (Os, x)^/(x 2, to+(at2/axz)2) if Pc=Br\ U2 
            0 if PO B . 

We shall estimate EpEP,,(P)>0(v(P)-1) as follows. 

 LEMMA 2.3. {(atA/ayl) I B} E H°(B, (0x®!'21 B). 

   PROOF. Since dt,, = (at,,/ax,,)dx,, + (at,,/ay,,)dy,,, we have dx,, A dt,, = 

(at,,/ay,,)dx,,Ady,,=(at,,/ay,,)J,,2dx2Ady2, where {J,,1} are the transition functions 
of the canonical bundle of X. Let {a2,,} be transition functions of -C such that
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ea=aa,,e,,. Then xp=aapxa and t,,=aa,,2ta. So, dx,,=aa,dxa+xada2,, and 

dt,,=aaP2dta. Therefore, 

              dx,Adt,, = aa,,3dxAAdta+xaaa,,2daa,,Adta 

                 = aaP3 aya dx2Adya+xaaau2daa,,Adta • 
Hence we have (atP/ay,,) I B • J,, A I B= a 2 P31 B • (ata /aya) I B on B. This asserts that 

{(ata/aya)I B} eH°(B, (Ox®_C3I B). Q. E. D. 

   PROPOSITION 2.4. E(v(P)-1)<_max{2(B2), 2(B 2)+2po,(B)-2}, where PC-=X 
and v(P)>O. 

   PROOF. Set ayt={(ata/aya)I B}(=-H°(B, wx(9-c31B)• Suppose ayt#O. Let 
P(EB and Pc=- U1. We consider t2, xa and ya in (Op, x)-. With the same nota-
tions as in Lemma 2.2, ta=c0+c,xa+c2ya+c3xaya and ate/aya=c2+c3xa. Since 
d0(ya)+x22d,(x22, yA)=cO+cj2+c32ya2+c2ya, we have v(P)<(multiplicity of (aat)0 
at P)+1, where (ayt)0 is the effective divisor corresponding to ayt. Hence 

E(v(P)-1)_<(B, 3B+Kx)=2(B2)+2pd(B)-2. 
   Now, suppose ayt=O, i. e. ata/aya=0 on B for all 2. Then dt,,=(at,,/ax,,)dx,, 

on B. Since dx,=(aa,,+xa •aaa,,/axa)dx2+(ax,,/aya)dya, 

        dt,, = ax,, L\aa'+xa•'aA )dxa+ art' dya] 

           axe (a, ,,+x, • ax- )dxa+ ax- • ax- dya on B.                        a y 
On the other hand, dt,, = as,,2(ata/axa)dxa + aa,,2(ata/aya)dya. Therefore 
aa,,2(ata/axa)=(atp/ax,,){a2,,+x2(aa2,/ax2)} on B. Namely, we have (atp/ax,,IB) 
•(a2, I B)=(aa/,2! B)(ata/axa j B). Hence {ata/axa l s} is a global section of £C I B. 
Set r= {Cta+(ata/ax2)2] I B}-Then r is a global section of £C21 1,&. For PE B, 
we know that v(P)=(multiplicity of (r)0 at P). So, EPexv(P)=2(B2). The 
assertion follows from these observations. Q. E. D. 

   Let ' : Y- X be an Artin-Schreier covering with nonsingular branch locus 
B and let 

                          YO P Y 

                            XE v X 

be the canonical resolution of singularities of Y. 

   PROPOSITION 2.5. Y has the dualizing sheaf
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                     wY = p*-7c*(wx(90(B)) . 

   PROOF. We already know that wy=2r*((ox®0(B)). Since every singularity 
of Y is a rational double point by Theorem 2.1, wY=p*wy. Therefore, wp= 

p*~7r*((ox®0(B)). Q. E. D. 

   COROLLARY 2.6. (1) (KY2) = 2(Kx+B)2. 

  (2) K(Y) = K(X, Kx+B). 

   PROOF. Straightforward. 

   In general, f may not be a minimal surface. However we have 

   PROPOSITION 2.7. If Kx is numerically effective, nef in short, Y is a minimal 
surface. 

  PROOF. Let E be a (-1)-curve on Y and write 0=a-5r. Suppose that 
(P*E=2C, where C is the set-theoretic image of E. Since (E, Ky)=-1, we 
have -1=2(C, Kx+B) by the projection formula. This is a contradiction. 
Now, suppose cb*E=C. Similarly we have -1=(C, Kx+B). So, (C, B)=-1-

(C, Kx)<-1 by the assumption. Hence C must be an irreducible component of 
B. Since B is a disjoint union of nonsingular curves, (C, B)=(C2). Therefore 
we have (C, Kx+C)=-1 and this is impossible. This completes the proof. 

                                                                Q. E. D. 
   We shall compute other invariants of Y. 

   PROPOSITION 2.8. Under the same notations, we have 

                  X(0Y) = X(0x)+X(0(-B)). 

   PROOF. Since Y has only rational double points, one obtains X(OY)=X(0y). 
Now the assertion follows from Lemma 1.8.(2). Q. E. D. 

   COROLLARY 2.9. e(Y) = 2[e(X)+(B, Kx+2B)]. 

   We have already computed the irregularity in the case where Y is non-
singular with an assumption (cf. Lemma 1.9). Here we have another formula 

   PROPOSITION 2.10. Under the same notations and assumptions as above, 

           h'(X, Ox) < h'(Y, 0Y) hl(X, 0x)+h'(X, 0(-B)). 

   PROOF. Since Y has only rational singularities, H'(Y, 0Y)=H'(Y, 0y). On 
the other hand, because H°(X, 0(-B))=(0), we have 

           0 - H'(X, Ox) -- H'(X, 2r*Oy) -- H'(X, 0(-B)). 

Hence h'(X, r*Oy)<_h'(X, Ox)+h'(X, 0(-B)). The assertion follows from this. 
                                                                Q. E. D.
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   The following two examples of local rings have irrational singularities and 
appear as the local rings of Artin-Schreier coverings with non-reduced or 
singular branch loci. 

   EXAMPLE 2.11. Let 0J = k[[x, y]][E]/($2+x2~+x3+x2y3+xys), let Y= 
Spec0 and let a: Y-Y be the minimal resolution of the singularity of Y. 
Then the exceptional locus of a has the following configuration : 

                               E1 E2 E3 E4 

             Ea -23 - -YY --2 
where E°, E, are nonsingular rational curves. The fundamental cycle Z of 
this singularity is 2E°+E1-}-E2+E3+E,. Hence p°,(Z)=1. So, this singularity 
is not rational. 

   EXAMPLE 2.12. Let 0=k[[x, y]][e]/(~2+xy6+x3+y9), let Y=Speco and 
let a : f--+Y be the minimal resolution of the singularity of Y. Then the ex-
ceptional locus of a has the following configuration : 

                             El E2 
                          -2 -2 

                          Eo -3

where E°, E, and E2 are nonsingular rational curves. The fundamental cycle 
Z is E°+E,+E2 and p,,,(Z)=1. Hence this singularity is not rational. 

   To close this section, we shall give an example of the canonical resolution. 

   EXAMPLE 2.13. Let X=P2 and let -r=O(1). Take sEH°(X, .C). Then 
(s)° is a line. Consider an Artin-Schreier covering Y whose branch locus B is 
(s)o. Since H'(X, £)=0, we know that such a covering is obtained as an as-
torsor from s and a global section of £C2. If Y is smooth, then Y is isomorphic 
to P' X P' (see § 3 Theorem 3.2). Suppose Y is singular. Since 2(B2)=2 and 
2(B2)+2pa.(B)-2=0, we have ZPExv(P)=2 by the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
Hence Y has only one singular point. of type A,. Let 

                YE--Y 

i 
               X~--X 

be the canonical resolution. Then X is the Hirzebruch surface of degree 1 and
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the branch locus of it is a fibre of the canonical P'-fibration 0 : X--+P'. By the 

Stein factorization of 0 o ir, we obtain a P'-fibration on f. More precisely, Y 
is the Hirzebruch surface of degree 2. 

   § 3. Artin-Schreier coverings of simple type with ample branch loci. 

   In this section, the characteristic p of k is not necessarily 2. Let r : Y--*X 

be an Artin-Schreier covering of simple type, where X and Y are nonsingular 

projective surfaces. The branch locus B of r is assumed to be a reduced ample 
curve satisfying H'(X, O(-B))=0. We denote by X. the Hirzebruch surface of 
degree n. We shall fix these notations and assumptions throughout the section. 
The following lemma is immediately derived from the classification of the 
divisor Kx+(ample divisor). For the reader's convenience, we shall give the 

proof. 

   LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that the canonical divisor Ky of Y is not numerically 
effective, not nef in short. Then the following assertions hold: 

  (1) p < 5. 
   (2) If p=2, then X is either a relatively minimal ruled surface or the pro-

jective plane. 
   (3) If p=3, then X is the projective plane. 

   PROOF. Since Kx is not nef, there exists a curve C on Y such that (Kr, C) 

<0. Set D=r(C). Then (KX+(p-1)B, D)<0 by the canonical divisor formula 
in Proposition 1.7. Let NE(X) be the closed convex cone spanned by all effec-
tive divisors on X modulo numerical equivalence. Let P={ E E NE(X ) 

(KX+(p-1)B, E)<0} and Q={EcNE(X) I (K1, E)<0}. Then PCQ and P#0. 
By the Mori theory, Q is polyhedral and so is P. Hence there exists an ex-
tremal rational curve I such that (KX+(p-1)B, l)<0. Moreover, one of the 
following three cases takes place : 

   (1) 1 is a line on P'; 
   (2) 1 is a fibre on a relatively minimal ruled surface ; 

   (3) 1 is a (-1)-curve. 
We consider these three cases separately. 

   Case (1). Since X=P', one obtains B-al for some positive integer a and 

(B, l)=a. On the other hand, (Kx, l)=-3. So, (KX+(p-1)B, l)<0 implies 
(p-1)a<3. Hence (p-1)a=1 or 2. Only three cases can occur: (i) p=2 and 
a=1; (ii) p=2 and a=2; (iii) p=3 and a=1. 

   Case (2). We know that (Kx, l)=-2. Let B-aM+bl (a, bEZ), where 
 -" means the numerical equivalence and M is a cross-section of the P'-fibra-

tion given on X. Since B is ample, a>0 and b+a(M2)>0. The inequality
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(Kx+(p-1)B, l)<0 implies (p-1)a<2. Hence p=2 and a=1. 
   Case (3). Since 1 is a (-1)-curve, we have (Kx, l)=-1. By the same in-

equality as above, one obtains (p-1)(B, l)<1. This is impossible. Q. E. D. 

   We shall specify each case. 

   THEOREM 3.2. Suppose X=P2. Then we have : 

   (1) B is either a line or a conic. If B is a line (resp. conic), then p=2 or 
3 (resp. p=2). 

   (2) If p=2 and B is a line, then Y is isomorphic to Eo. 

   (3) If p=3 and B is a line, then Y is a del Pezzo surface of degree 3, i.e. 
Y is a cubic hypersurface in PS. 

   (4) If B is a conic (hence p=2), then Y is a del Pezzo surface of degree 2 
and the generator of the Galois group of 7r: Y-*X is the Geiser involution. 

   PROOF. (1) The assertion was already verified in the proof of the pre-
vious lemma. 

   (2) Since Kx+B'-2B, we have (KY2)=8. On the other hand, the irre-

gularity q(Y) of Y equals to that q(X) of X by Lemma 1.9. So, q(Y)=O and 
Y is a Hirzebruch surface X'n. Consider the canonical divisor Ky. We can 
write Ky=-2M,-(n+2)L, where Mo is the minimal section and L is a fibre. 
Meanwhile, Ky=-27r*B. Hence n is an even number. Write ?r*B,Mo+aL 

(aEZ). Then 2a=n+2. Since B is ample, so is 7r*B. Thus a>n. So, n=0. 
   (3) and (4) Straightforward. Q. E. D. 

   THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that X is a relatively minimal ruled surface with 
irregularity q. Then the following assertions hold: 

   (1) B=S+11+ ... +l,, where S is a cross-section and li's are fibres. 
   (2) Y is a ruled surface with the P1-fibration f=0-7r: Y--+A, where 8 : X-+A 

is either induced by the Albanese mapping or the canonical P'-fibration. A 

general fibre F of f is regarded as an Artin-Schreier covering of 1=7r(F). 
   (3) Any singular fibre of f consists of two (-1)-curves crossing each other 

transversally. 

   (4) Let N be the number of singular fibres of f. Then N=2(S2)+4r>O. 
   (5) S=n*(S) is an irreducible curve with p,,(S)=(S2)-F-2q-{-r-1. Moreover, 

S is a singular curve unless X=En (n>_O) and B=M+I1+ - +In+1, where M is 
the minimal section and li's are fibres. 

   PROOF. (1) The assertion was already shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 

   (2) Straightforward. 
   (3) Let 7r*lo be a singular fibre of f, where to is a fibre of 0. Since 7r is 

a double covering, 7r*lo has a form E1+E2, where Ei's are nonsingular rational 
curves. Moreover, one of the components is a (-1)-curve. Hence so is the
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other. From ((ac*lo)2)=0, it follows that (E1, E2)=1. 
   (4) Note that pa(B)=Pa(S)+L.rt=ipa(li)+Ei-i(S, li)+Ei< .i(lii, li)+1-(l+r) 

=q. Since Ky=ir*(Kx+B), we have (Ky2)=2[2pa(B)-2+'8(1-q)+(Kx , B)]= 
8(1-q)-2(S2)-4r. On the other hand, N=8(1-q)-(Ky2). Hence N=2(S2)+4r. 
Furthermore, (B2)=(S2)+2r>0. Thence follows the assertion. 

   (5) Suppose 2r*(S)=2S. By (4), there exists a singular fibre r*(lo)=E1+E2 
on Y. By the projection formula, 2(S, El)=(S, l0)=1. This is impossible. Hence 
S=7r*(S) is an irreducible curve. Since (S, Kx+B)=2q-2+r, we have pa(S) 
=(1/2)(S, S+Ky)+1=(S2)+2q+r-1. On the other hand, the restriction r I s : S->S 

is a purely inseparable morphism. Hence the geometric genus of S is equal to 

q. Suppose that S is nonsingular. Then one obtains q=O and (S2)+r=1 since 
q>_O and (S2)+r>0. In particular, X is a rational ruled surface X.. Set 
S-M+al, where a>-0. Then (S2)=-n+2a. Thence 1-r=-n+2a. Since B 
is ample, a+r>n and hence 1-a=a+r-n>0. We therefore have a=0 and 
r=n+1. Q. E. D. 

   By the above results, we have : 

   PROPOSITION 3.4. If Ky is not nef, then p<5 and x(Y)=--. Hence, if 
Kr(Y)>_0, then Ky is nef, i. e., Y is relatively minimal. 

   We shall now consider the case with x(Y)=O and 1. 

   THEOREM 3.5. Suppose x(Y)=0. Then we have: 

   (1) p=2 or 3. Moreover, X is a del Pezzo surface and Y is a K3-surface. 
Furthermore, 

   (2) if p=3, then X=E0 and BE I M+11, where M is the minimal section and 
I is a fibre. 

   PROOF. (1) Since Y is relatively minimal, Ky-O. This implies Kx+(p-1)B 
-0. So, -Kx is ample. Hence X is a del Pezzo surface. This implies 

(p-1)2(B2)=(Kx2)<9, whence p-1<<-3, i. e., p=2 or p=3. Since X is a rational 
surface, Kx+(p-1)B' 0. Thence Ky'-0. On the other hand, q(Y)=q(X)=O 

by Lemma 1.9. Hence Y is a K3-surface. 

   (2) Suppose p=3. Then Kx=-2B. Hence X is E, and B-M+l. Q.E.D. 

   THEOREM 3.6. Suppose x(Y)=1. Then we have: 

   (1) Either p=2 or 3, and X is a ruled surface. 
Furthermore, if 0: X--->A is a natural P'-fibration on X (cf. Theorem 3.3), then 

f=0- 7r: Y->A is an elliptic or quasi-elliptic fibration. 
   (2) If p=3, then X is relatively minimal, B=S+l1+ ... +1,, with a cross-

section S, and every fibre off is reduced. Moreover, any singular fibre is either 
a cuspidal curve or
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   (3) If p=2, then the horizontal part of components of B consists of either 
two cross-sections S1 and S2 or a single 2-section T. Any singular fibre of 0 has 

the form E1+E2 with (E12)=(E22)=-1 and (E1, E2)=1. Any singular fibre of 

f has one of the following forms:

   PROOF. (1) Since K(Y)=l, Y has an elliptic or quasi-elliptic fibration f. 

Let F be a general fibre of f. Since aKy. bF for some positive integers a and 

b, we have b(gF) = bF for any element g of the Galois group G, where " 

means the algebraically equivalence. So, gF is also a fibre of f. Let C= 

(7r*F)ied. By the projection formula, (Kr, F)=(Kx+(p-1)B, ]r*F)=0. Hence 

(Kx+(p-1)B, C)=0. Since (B, C)>O, we have (Kx, C)<0. On the other hand, 
we have (C2)=0 because 7r*(C)~cF for some positive integer c. So, C--P' and 

(Kx, C)=-2. Thus X is a ruled surface. Let 0 : X-A be the canonical P'-
fibration if q(X)>O and the P'-fibration defined by the linear system ICI if 

q(X)=O. Then f must be the composite 0-7r. Furthermore, if I is a general 
fibre of 0, then f *(l) is a general fibre F of f and 7r IF: F-fl is an Artin-

Schreier covering. We may assume that 1 is the above C. So, -2= 
-(p-1)(B , 1). Hence, p=2 or 3. 

   (2) Suppose Fo is a reducible singular fibre of f and G is an irreducible 
component of F0. Then G-P', (G2)=-2 and (G, KY)=0. Set E=(7r*G)red. 

Then (Kx+(p-1)B, E)=0. Since (B, E)>O, we have (Kx, E)<0. Hence, if 

(E2)<0, then E is a (-1)-curve and p=2. From these observations, it follows 
that the P'-fibration 0 has no singular fibres provided p=3. Indeed, if H is a 

singular fibre of 0, then 2r*H is a reducible singular fibre of f, whose existence 

implies p=2. Thus X is a relatively minimal ruled surface if p=3. Let l be 

a general fibre of 0. Then (Kx+2B, l)=0. So, (B, l)=1. Hence we can write 
B=S+11+ -•• +1,., where S is a cross-section and li's are fibres. Now the re-

maining assertions can be easily verified. 

   (3) From the same arguments as in (2), it follows that every singular fibre 
of 0 has the form E1+E2, where E1 and E2 are nonsingular rational curves 

crossing each other transversally. Moreover, if I is a general fibre of 0, then 

(B, l)=2. Then the assertions follow from these observations. Q. E. D.
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   By virtue of the above results, we conclude the following : 

   COROLLARY 3.7. If p>3, then Y is a relatively minimal surface of general 
type. In particular, Ky is nef. 

   In Theorems 3.5 and 3.6, we considered the case where Y has an elliptic or 

quasi-elliptic fibration. When p=3, we have a more precise result. 

   THEOREM 3.8. Assume P=3. Suppose that X is a relatively minimal ruled 
surface with irregularity q and that f=0-7r: Y-->A is an elliptic or quasi-elliptic 

fibration, where x (Y)>0 and 0 : X-->A is the natural P'-fibration. Let B be the 
branch locus of 7r and write B=S+l1+ • • +l r, where S is a cross-section and li's 
are fibres of 0. Then we have the following: 

   (1) 7r*S is reduced. 
   (2) S=7r*(S) is a singular curve. 

   (3) f is an elliptic fibration. 
   (4) ic(Y)>O if and only if 2(q-1)+(S')+2r>O. 

   PROOF. (1) Suppose 7r*S=3S. Then n I s : S-->S is an isomorphism. So, 
2q-2=(S2)+(S, Kr). Meanwhile, (S2)=(1/3)(S2) and (S, KY)=2q-2+(S')+2r. 
Hence (S')+r=-(1/2)r<0. However, (B, S)=(SZ)+r>0, a contradiction. 

   (2) Since 7 1 s : S->S is a purely inseparable covering, S has the geometric 
genus q. On the other hand, pa(S) is computed as 

               pa(S) = (1/2)(7r*S, 7r*S+Ky)+1 
                  = (3/2)[(2q-2)+2(SZ)+2r]+l 

                  = 3q+3((S2)+r)-2 . 

Hence pa(S)-q=2(q-1)+3((S')-{-r)>0. 

   (3) Suppose f is a quasi-elliptic fibration. Then S must be the locus of 
moving singularities on Y. Hence S is nonsingular (cf. Bombieri-Mumford [4]). 
This contradicts (2). 

   (4) Compute (Kx+2B, S)=2(q-1)+(S')+2r. Q. E. D. 

    In characteristic p=2, we have the following partial result: 

    THEOREM 3.9. Assume P=2. Suppose that X is a ruled surface and f = 
O'7r: Y-->A is an elliptic or quasi-elliptic fibration, where O: X-->A is the natural 
P'-fibration. Suppose that K(Y)>O and that the horizontal part of components of 

B consists of S1 and S2 which are cross-sections (resp. a 2-section T). Then we 
have: 

   (1) 7r*(Si) (resp.:r*(T)) is reduced. 
Suppose, furthermore, that one of the following conditions holds: 

   (i) q(X)#O;
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   (ii) (Si2)>_0 for i=1, 2 (resp. (T2)>_0). 
Then 

   (2) 5;,=7r*Si is a singular curve for i=1, 2 (resp. T=1r*T is a singular 
curve). 

  (3) f is an elliptic fibration. 

   PROOF. At first we consider the case where B contains two cross-sections. 
   (1) Suppose ir*Si=2Si. Then Si=Si via 7r and (Si2)=(1/2)(Si2). Mean-

while, 2pa(Si)-2=(9j, Ky+Si)=(Si2)+(Si, Kx+B)=(Si2)+2pa(Si)-2+(B-Si, Si). 
Hence (B, Si)=(1/2)(Si2). So, (B, Si)=-(B-Si, Si). Since (B, Si)>0 and 
(B-Si, Si)>0, this is a contradiction. 

   (2) Suppose Si is nonsingular. Since the restriction of 2r: Si-Si is purely 
inseparable, we have Pa(Si)=pa(Si). On the other hand, 2pa(Si)-2=4pa(Si)-4 
+2(B, S1). Hence (B, Si)=1-pa(Si), whence Pa(Si)=0 and (B, S)=1. Mean-
while, we have (Kx+B, Si)>_O. So, (Kx, Si)>_-1. This implies (Si2)__<_-1. 
This is, however, inconsistent with the hypothesis. Hence Si is singular. 

   (3) It is similar to the proof of (3) of the previous lemma. 
   The case where B contains a 2-section is handled in the same way as 

above. Q. E. D. 

   The condition (i) or (ii) in the previous theorem is not neccessary to show 
that f is an elliptic fibration. In fact, we have the following : 

   PROPOSITION 3.10. Let X, Y, A, tr, f, and 0 be as in the previous theorem. 
Then f is an elliptic fibration. 

   PROOF. Suppose f is a quasi-elliptic fibration. Let I' be the locus of mov-
ing singularities on Y. In view of the construction of the fibration f, we know 
that 2r(r) is contained in the horizontal part of B. Take an general fibre l of 
0 and choose a local parameter y of A so that I is defined by y=.0. Let {P}= 
ir(I')nl and Q= -1(P). Assume that B is locally given by x=0, where (x, y) 
is a local coordinate system at P. We consider the completion (OP, x)"= 
k[[x, y]]. Let C be OQ,y®o,,xk[[x, Y31. Suppose C=k[[x, y]][g]/(e2+x$+t) 
with t=co(y)+xc,(y)+x2c2(x, y)Ek[[x, y]]. Write cP=e2+xe+t. Since f is a 
quasi-elliptic fibration, we must have aO/a~=ao/ax=0 wherever x=0. This 
implies that ~+at/ax=e+c1(y)=0 wherever x=0. Meanwhile, e2=co(y) wher-
ever x=0. Therefore, co(y)=c1(y)2. So, we have aO/ay=0 wherever x=0. 
Hence 0 is not normal, a contradiction. Q. E. D. 

   In the rest of this section, we shall construct examples of singular fibres 
of elliptic fibrations. 

   EXAMPLE 3.11. Assume char k=p=3. Let r : Y--~X be as in Example 1.10.
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Then f =p,-z: Y-->P' is an elliptic fibration and two fibres f -1(P0) and f -'(P-) 

exhaust singular fibres of f, where we consider the P'-fibration on P'XP' 

defined by the first projection p, and where Po and P are points of P' defined 

respectively by x=0 and x=co. Moreover, f-'(P0) is a cuspidal rational curve 
and f -'(P) is of type

   EXAMPLE 3.12. Assume char k= p=2. Let X=P' X P1 and let { Uz X V;} i.;=1, 2 

be the same as in Example 1.12. Take an Artin-Schreier covering 7r: Y-->X 
which is defined by 

           ~2+xy(x+y)~+(x+y)+ax3+by3+(x3y4+x4y3) = 0 

                    (a, bEk and ab(a+b)#0) 

over U1x V1 and whose branch locus is L+M+4, where L={x=0}, M={y=0} 

and 4={x+y=0}, i.e., the diagonal. Then Y is a smooth K3-surface with 

an elliptic fibration p1°'r. Let F,, be the fibre of f defined by x=a. We have 

the following singular fibres : 

   Fo : a rational curve with one cusp. 
   Fa : a rational curve with one node, where a satisfies one of the following 

        equations: 1-}-ba'+(a+b)a'+a12=0, 1+a'+aa7=0 or a=co. 

   EXAMPLE 3.13. Keep the same assumptions and notations as in the previous 

example. Let U : X'- X be the blowing-up with centre (x=1, y=0) and let 

7r': Y'--+X' be the normalization of X' in k(Y). Then the branch locus B' of 

fir' is E+L'+M'+4', where L', M' and 4' are the proper transforms of L, M 

and 4, respectively and where E is the exceptional curve of a. Moreover, the 
fibre F, is replaced by

   EXAMPLE 3.14. Let X and { U2 X V;} be as above. Let 7r: Y-X be an 

Artin-Schreier covering which is defined by 

             ~2+xy(x+1)(y+1)$+ax+by+x3+y3 = 0 

         (a, bEk, a#0, b#0, a+l+b(b+l)=0, b+l+a(a+1)#0) 

over U, X V, and whose branch locus is L,+ L1+M,+M,, where L,, L1, M, and



                          Artin-Schreier coverings 

M, are defined by x=0, x=1, y=0 and y=1, respectively. Then 
K3-surface with an elliptic fibration f=p,0n: Y->P'. Let F,; 
fined by x=co. Then F,, is of type 

Blow up the point (x=oo, y=0) to obtain o' : X'->X. Let Y' be 

tion of X' in k(Y). Then F, is replaced by

Y 

be

is 

the

the
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a smooth 

fibre de-

normaliza-
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